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Points I want to make (based on my research/book)
1. Boom vs. Bust for macroprudential policies;  micro data

2. Countercyclical bank capital requirements: Spain

3. Borrower vs. Bank macropru policies: Romania, Spain

4. Evidence from DTI in U.K., and LTV in Netherlands

5. Regulatory arbitrage: LTVs Spain

6. Regulatory arbitrage: nonbanks U.S. leverage loans

7. Foreign liquidity (short-term debt); capital controls/ reserve 
requirements in EM; limits in EU & banking supervision 
(union) 
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1. Boom vs. Bust for macropru;  micro data
n For financial stability (to contain systemic risk), not only is it 

crucial the ex-ante pre-crisis (e.g. credit booms), but also the 
transmission within the crisis (credit crunch due to e.g. lack 
of bank capital or foreign runs)
q Preventing an illness is always better than curing it
q But crises will happen so key to have e.g. buffers…
q Also key to measure the costs of preventing crises, average but 

also distributional (inequality?), and regulatory arbitrage 

n Micro data key: policy decisions based only on aggregate
data (e.g. total credit) are dangerous
q Less than half of credit booms end up in a financial crisis; huge 

errors; there are good and bad credit booms
q (Hence) Aggregate cross-country evidence may be problematic
q Even county-level data problematic (Mian-Sufi vs. Schoar-et-al) 
q See Freixas-Laeven-Peydro, MIT Press 2015



2. Countercyclical capital requirements Spain
n Dynamic provisioning in Spain (pro-cyclical capital 

requirements which give rise to countercyclical buffers), 
started in 2000, so we studied them over a full credit boom and 
bust in Jimenez-Ongena-Peydro-Saurina JPE 2017
q Spain key as lack of macropru in developed countries over a cycle
q Exhaustive credit register: all firm loans in Spain at the loan-level

n Dynamic provisioning smooths credit supply cycles for firm 
loans and, in bad times, supports firm real effects
q A policy-induced one-percentage point increase in capital buffers 

raises firm-level credit (9 pp), employment (6 pp), survival (1 pp)

n So, relatively small effects in boom; but, huge in the bust
q Could not stop the Spanish crisis, DP were relatively high, 25% of 

equity, but just 1% of total assets, so DP stopped very well the 
crisis while they lasted: 2008-2009

q Theory: with just more bank capital, better risk-taking, not true 



3. Borrower vs. Bank macropru
n In the Spanish DP, we found large effects in crisis, not in boom

q Bank macropru ineffective in boom, what about borrower ones?

n In Epure-Mihai-Minoiu-Peydro (2017) we analyze the effects of 
borrower (e.g. LTV) vs. bank (e.g. capital, RR) macropru 
policies using the Romanian credit register with all loans to 
households over a full credit cycle with macropru in boom & bust

n Tighter macropru cuts household credit, with stronger effects 
for riskier loans (e.g. FX than local loans). Effects on FX loans 
are stronger for: (i) ex-ante riskier borrowers proxied by higher 
debt-service-to-income ratios, and (ii) banks with greater 
reliance on foreign funding
q Tighter macropru has stronger dampening effects on FX lending 

when global risk appetite is high and foreign MP is expansionary

n Quantitative effects are in general larger for borrower-based 
rather than lender/bank-based macroprudential policies 



4. DTI in UK, and LTV in Netherlands
n Let’s not analyze many borrower policies, nor Romania, let’s 

analyze UK and Netherlands on DTI (Peydro-Tous-Tripathy-Uluc) 
and on LTV (van Bekkum-Gabarro-Irani-Peydro) respectively

n Data and policies: admin tax balance-sheet household-level data 
in NL with universe of housing transactions & loans (LTV<106); 
mortgage-level data in UK with postcode level data (DTI>4.5)

n Less credit to households with lower income and in NL also with 
lower wealth and less liquid assets

n Benefits: lower ex-post defaults (from low income people) and 
lower real estate price appreciation

n BUT fewer households transition from renting into ownership, 
especially liquidity-constrained households (increase inequality?), 
and a solvency vs. liquidity trade-off in LTV
q Regulatory arbitrage in UK (regulate DTI -> higher LTV) 



5. Regulatory arbitrage: LTV SP

n However, loan volume to real estate transaction price is without the 
bunching. Regulation was on appraisal price, so cheating on appraisal 
prices via related appraisal firms (owned or with a business relationship) 
(Akin-Garcia Montalvo-GarciaVillar-Peydro-Raya, 2014)
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Fig. 1 Loan principal to appraisal value

two modes correspond to the regulatory thresholds mentioned above.17 Moreover,
this bimodal profile is not observed when we look at the distribution of the loan to
transaction price ratio.

These two pieces of information, over-appraisal and bimodal profile, are giving the
evidence of the manipulation on appraisal values that lead to the real estate price and
credit bubble.

In order to analyze whether the over-appraising mechanism described in this point
is related to some characteristics of either the borrower or the loan, we estimate a
reduced form equation (using the same variables we used in the previous subsection)
of the determinants of the upward bias in appraisal prices, which can be defined as the
ratio of the appraisal price and the market price of the dwelling.

Results for both the whole sample and boom period are reported in Table 4. Com-
ments are based on the estimation using the subsample (second column of Table
4) given that there are no relevant differences in both sets of estimates. The esti-
mates provided reveal that most of the variables behave accordingly to expectations.
With respect to the individual characteristics we expect that upward bias in appraisal
prices will be negatively correlated with income, age, university degree and permanent
contract.18 All these cases are supposed to have less financial constraints. In those
cases, it was more likely that appraisal prices get close to market prices than in the
rest of the cases.

Otherwise, be a university graduate reduces the upward bias in 4.01 percentage
points with respect to primary studies in the boom period. Likewise, being older
decreases the upward bias. Finally, a higher real income increases upward bias (from
1.028 points for every 1,000 e). A higher income could be capturing unobserv-

17 This bimodal profile is not observed when we look at the distribution of the loan to transaction price
ratio.
18 We estimated the model by controlling also for the dwelling characteristics and the results did not
change significantly.
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6. Regulatory arbitrage: nonbanks US leverage loans
n Not only borrower macropru may be evaded or arbitraged, but 

also lender macropru, especially if targeted only to the banking 
sector, and there are nonbanks (shadow banks…)
q A more diversified financial system is good, but there are also costs
q Should macropru be only on banks, or also on nonbanks? 

n In Irani-Iyer-Meisenzahl-Peydro (2018) we exploit the US credit 
register on leverage loans (where we use all loan sales in the 
secondary market, not just primary market, and both banks and 
nonbanks are crucial). Also exploit Basel III transposition to US

n Reallocation of loans from banks to nonbanks when there are 
bank capital constraints, particularly among loans with higher 
capital requirements and at times when capital is scarce

n This reallocation has negative spillovers: loans funded by 
nonbanks with fragile liabilities experience greater sales and 
loan price volatility during the 2008 crisis, with worse real effects



7. Foreign liquidity: Macropru EM vs. EU
n Best predictor of financial crises are credit booms financed by 

foreign liquidity (short-term debt)  
q Limits of local monetary policy (via tightening) to cool-off a local 

boom financed with foreign money (otherwise more capital inflows)

n As explained today, there is a key role for macropru policies on 
borrowers/lenders. But foreign liquidity can also be regulated

n EM target foreign liquidity via capital controls or/and reserve 
requirements (RR) with higher requirements for foreign funding 
q In evidence from Brazil, we find that capital controls are ineffective 

different from hedger of last resort policies or RR policies…
q All these policies are complicated in the EU (intra-EU funding)

n Supervision, not only regulation, is crucial: e.g. in Altavilla-
Bouchina-Peydro-Smets (2018), we find that risky lending by 
banks in Euro Area stressed (GIPS) countries was cut with ECB 
banking supervision (union),  using 15 European credit registers
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